a continuance to obtain representation, are at the discretion of the judge. See OPPM 13-01.
Dockets are being adjusted so that judges can give appropriate continuances, irrespective of
whether docket time is available on a given date. For example, if an immigration judge
determines that a continuance to obtain representation is appropriate in a UC case, but there is no
docket time available for that judge on the appropriate date, then the case should still be
adjourned for that date, and a non-priority case rescheduled to make docket time available for the
UC priority case. The length and number of continuances granted to obtain representation will
depend on many factors, including the availability of local counsel (paid and pro bono).
Consistent with OPPM 13-01, nothing in the priority scheduling of UC cases for the first master
calendar hearing should in any way inhibit a judge’s discretion to reset the case to obtain
representation.
III.

Other Continuances

As with continuances to obtain representation, nothing in the priority scheduling of UC cases for
the first master calendar should inhibit a judge’s discretion to appropriately reset the case for
other reasons supported by good cause.
For example, if a UC is applying for Special Immigrant Juvenile (SIJ) status, the case must be
administratively closed or reset for that process to occur in the appropriate state or juvenile court.
The length of that process varies by jurisdiction, but several months may be necessary in many
locales. In such locales, a 2-week continuance is likely insufficient. State or juvenile court
dockets are busy, and judges in those jurisdictions may not be able to prioritize UC cases. In
addition, appropriate time must be given for U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services to
adjudicate the Form I-360 after the requisite state or juvenile court findings have been made.
Given these realities, several such continuances or administrative closure might be warranted in a
given case.
IV.

Appearances by Custodians

It is never appropriate to order that the parent or custodian appear in court while indicating that
they need not fear apprehension if they do so.
Immigration judges take careful and appropriate steps to ensure that the best interests of a UC are
met and that the child is safe while in this country. This often means inquiring as to with whom
the child is staying, how the child got to court that day, and why no one is with the child in the
courtroom. A judge may also ask why a parent or custodian is not in the courtroom. The UC
might respond that the parent or guardian is illegally in this country and is afraid of
apprehension. It would then be inappropriate for the immigration judge to reply that the parent
or guardian should not fear apprehension if that person accompanies the child to court. The
Department of Homeland Security’s Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) agency is
responsible for the apprehension and detention of persons believed to be illegally in the United
States. While immigration judges should engender to create a setting in which children are not
afraid to return to court for their next hearing (see OPPM 07-01 for additional guidance on
ensuring an appropriate courtroom setting and procedures), judges should not make assurances

as to whether ICE will or will not apprehend parents or guardians before or after an immigration
court appearance.
V.

Further Guidance

As additional issues arise relating to our new priorities, further guidance may be forthcoming.
Please contact your Assistant Chief Immigration Judge about any issues that you believe need to
be addressed and with any questions you may have concerning this memorandum. I am
confident that we can meet our new priorities while ensuring fairness and due process for all
parties.

Brian M. O’Leary
Chief Immigration Judge

cc: All Court Administrators

